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President’s Column
Walking remains the best exercise. It is the most important — and most accessible — thing people can do
to maintain good health, happiness and social connectedness.
To achieve this your committee is planning opportunities for you to lead and join walks within our club.
Our walks coordinators for overnight walks, day walks and basecamps are jointly developing the leader
engagement agenda for further development of our leaders. It would be great to see as many leaders as
possible attend this two hour session on 19th September 2022 to refresh your skills, work with other
leaders, explore maps and new resources to assist you with the task.
The Red Cross first aid certificate training is being coordinated by our Vice-President for Tuesday 25th
October 2022. You may be due for your refresher course as ideally you would renew every three years to
keep your qualifications current. See more info on page 14.
Our Packs Up! editor will be looking for your feedback about engagement with and enjoyment of the club’s
monthly magazine. Watch out for the Survey Monkey questions that will help guide him in the newsletter
offerings for the future. The Vice-President is also seeking your opinion through Survey Monkey on what to
do for this year’s Christmas party as many members are keen to socialise and get together with food and
music. So, add your opinion to the mix.
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At the July meeting our new member coordinator welcomed and guided 10 new
members through the ABC of the BBC. It is frustrating for new members to find
they are often wait listed because the walks program fills quickly. We are
encouraging leaders to make a concerted effort to give new members priority to
get on to walks and nurture them into our club.
Our treasurer and secretary are actively administering the members renewal
payments and paying the clubs bills. Your membership fees are due so please make
your payment now — online or at the September meeting.
Our secretary is also handling correspondence and the administration around our
committee meetings.
Our website is the envy of other clubs thanks to our club IT coordinator. The
simplicity and ease of booking onto walks is down to him and his generosity with
his time. Our social media coordinator is communicating with online audiences
about the benefits of getting involved with our walking club.
All these roles are voluntary, as are the roles of our very active and committed
leaders whose dedication is seen week after week in the walks program they
provide. I extend thanks to all who make our wonderful club work so well.
Warm regards

Lyn

Diary Dates
Our next meeting will be held on Monday 5th September at the Hampton
Community Centre, Willis St, Hampton - 7:30 for 8pm.
Guest Speaker - Dr Tom Forsell will join us and present some findings from his social capital research,
in particular, the benefits of joining sporting clubs.
Tom is a lecturer in Recreation Management at Victoria University and his research focus is on the topic of
social capital, and how it relates to inclusion and social connections. Over the past years he focused on
measuring social capital in social networks (clubs).
Tom’s teaching is in the area of recreation and sport inclusion, community development and program theory
and development.
www.vu.edu.au/research/tom-forsell

Leader’s Meeting
Leaders – Please prepare for the upcoming Leader’s meeting (Monday September 19 th) by planning some
walks to present to the meeting. Walk coordinators are particularly keen for overnight walks and walks
suitable for new members. Further details to be sent out to members soon.

First Aid Course
Red Cross First Aid Certificate training is scheduled for Tuesday 25th October 2022.
Training or qualification renewal - See more info on page 14.

Initial
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Geelong - A Cultural & Botanical Experience
Twenty Two

BBC Enjoys a Day of Exploring and Learning in Geelong in the Winter of Two Thousand and

Cunningham Pier
From Our Geelong Correspondent

It was one great day, despite the nigh insurmountable difficulties under which your valiant team lead
by Noel (with Ian in assistance) overcame, with sheer determination and an overwhelming desire to enjoy
themselves, despite –
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

The morning (and most of the day) being cold,
The skies being grey,
The rain showers being intermittent,
The morning tea being relocated,
The lunch being transferred.

The party Vlined from Southern Cross Station, masks and all, to North Geelong Station. All in high spirits,
catching up with long lost Covid friends eagerly anticipating the day ahead.
The sun shone benevolently for most of our walk along Geelong’s Waterfront Bollard Trail, providing great
photographic opportunities. One astute walker counted that they covered 52 of the 100+ installations
depicting the unique characters who played a part in Geelong’s history.
Morning tea at the Boathouse did not eventuate unfortunately, due to renovations and no water supply on
the day. Not missing a beat, Noel guided his walkers to another toasty warm coffee shop serving excellent
coffee and muffins. A magnificent mural of the Unknown Mariner highlighted the coffee shop detour. Talk
about “The best laid schemes o’ mice an’ men, Gang aft a-gley” etc, Noel had checked with the venue the
previous day – no mention of waterless renos yesterday.
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With batteries ‘recaffienated’ the party returned to the bollard tour before heading uphill toward the
Geelong Botanic Gardens to be greeted on the way by a musty smell permeating the air. A huge roost of fruit
bats hanging around (please excuse the pun) proved to be the cause of the malodour. A heavy rain shower
took control of progress, however a broad densely foliated tree close by the children’s playground gave
adequate shelter to these Urban walkers (certainly urbane as well).
The Gardens proper provide an impressive and stunning array of local and exotic plants, with fountains and
statues (and a few more bollards) around nearly every corner. Many have been relocated from their original
locations around Geelong when they were in the way of progress and or civic improvements.
Our walkers regrouped for lunch at the designated time, but not at the designated point. Another heavy
shower of rain necessitated the regrouping to be under another sizable tree. Here it was discovered that the
lunch venue, the Garden’s Tea Rooms, were closed due to change of ownership and impending renovations
- always the renovations!
A cheery café close by supplied a re-energising lunch and it was off to the State Government Building to view
the mosaic mural depicting the Geelong region from first settlement through to the computer age.

Geelong State
Government
Building

Part of the History
Mosaic

Virtually across the road, handy on a wet day, is the Geelong Library, the next destination.
Alas, the fifth floor of the Library building, with its 360 degree views of Geelong, was closed due to the
slippery conditions caused by that rain. Again, not missing a beat, Noel led his charges to the stunningly
crimson third floor. Everything, I mean everything, is crimson. Quite an interior design statement you would
have to say, but probably not one that would be incorporated into your correspondent’s home, but lovely in
its own right.
Next-door (handy again) is the Geelong Art Gallery, and, as with most galleries, all visitors must divest
themselves of packs, umbrellas, drink bottles and wet coats prior to spending some contemplative time in
this architecturally stunning gallery.
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The Woolstore is yet another impressive Geelong building. The guided tour, tells the story of a country built
on the sheep’s back, and also highlights the many inventions created to develop efficiency in the process of
shearing, baling and bringing the wool to market. Many of the improvements originated in Australia and
more particularly in the Geelong region.

Geelong Wool Museum
Cloaks designed by Deanne
Gilson

They were quiet lot on their return trip from Geelong to Melbourne, much quieter than the morning trip to
Geelong; they had a wonderful day’s experience to digest.
A fabulous cultural experience, well researched by Noel and Ian, which despite the rain and more than its
fair share of unforeseen impediments, was a day well spent by BBC friends.

One is a Geelong Bollard,
the other is Ian

Photographs by Fiona
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Larapinta Memories
Standley Chasm
We commenced our Larapinta journey
with an introductory eight km walk along
the Chewings Range. The walk involved
steep climbs and descents on a wellformed, but narrow and rocky track as well
as along a dry creek bed.
The highlight of the day was walking in
Standley Chasm as well as meeting our
guides from Trek Larapinta - Angus and
Charlie.

Chewings Range & Brinkley Bluff
Unseasonable rain, cloud and mist were our
walking conditions for the 20 km walk to
Brinkley Bluff. Wearing our wet weather
gear and pack covers, we wondered if we
were back in Victoria rather than walking the
Chewings Range in the Northern Territory.
A kilometre past Reveal Saddle the
consensus was that the weather conditions
and lack of visibility was sufficient reason for
turning back.
A hot chicken curry for dinner back at camp
cheered and warmed up the walkers.

Serpentine Gorge to Ellery Creek
The long drive to our start point was briefly accompanied by a stunning flock of red tailed black cockatoos,
a trip highlight. The day started with a gentle stroll to Serpentine Gorge. After the previous day’s awful
weather, we enjoyed perfect hiking weather, cool, overcast and just a little wind. The leaders asked us to
quietly respect the significance of this beautiful Aboriginal ‘Men’s Business’ site. The spontaneous group
silence was a moving moment.
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The walk was described as ‘undulating’ so our bushwalker warning bells put us on high alert. The early ‘gentle
undulations’ allowed our guides to point out beautiful plants, occasional creatures and the ancient geology
of this area. The fossilised stromatolites, an early form of life, were new to most of us. You are recommended
to watch “Australia, A Time Travellers Guide (ABC- You Tube)” to learn more.
As the undulations became more significant our climb to Trig Point turned into some hands and feet
scrambling together with a dash of boot slashing on some sharp edged rocks. We were all wearing sturdy
boots (a must for the Larapinta) resulting in no serious boot problems. Trig Point provided a well earned
break and some lovely views. The day’s walk ended at Ellery Creek Water Hole with a swim or paddle.

Finke River
Our day’s journey had to be extended as rain had
damaged the access track to our next campsite at
Finke River). Charlie had conquered the muddy
track successfully getting the trailer in to set up the
Finke River camp. However, the passenger mini van
was not up to the trip so a 4WD Troopee had to be
borrowed to shuttle us from Glen Helen Gorge back
to camp for another delicious meal and an early
night.
Kingfisher – Jane

Serpentine Creek to Serpentine Chalet Dam via Serpentine Gorge
We walked out of camp the next day to climb aboard that Troopee which took us in two shuttles to the mini
van parked at Glen Helen Gorge, our transport to the start of this day’s walk.
Starting with a short but quite steep ascent, our walk took us along a ridge with mist and clouds all around.
With the mist clearing, we dropped our packs to make the final ascent to the top of Counts Point. The cloud
disappeared and was replaced by bright sun as we enjoyed wonderful panoramic views down sweeping
valleys. We walked back down to our packs and then made the descent to Serpentine Chalet Dam.
Along the way we stopped at a wonderful tree sheltered lunch spot with views to our destination. The only
worry was one of our group had developed an allergy to something, and his lips puffed out. It remained a
mystery but fortunately was resolved with antihistamines.

Mount Davenport
The walk to Mount Davenport commenced with a 6.15am drive, with a wonderful sunrise for the seven
members on the short trip to Davenport Creek. Three members of the group had taken the opportunity to
have a rest day.
We passed through the Rock Bar Gap campsite to start the long ascent to Hilltop Lookout. Here we stopped
for a well earned morning tea, taking in the magnificent views, especially of Mt Sonder.
Now enjoying a warm and sunny day, our track descended from the ridge of the Heavitree Range to meet
the Davenport Creek further along, stopping at the creek for a tasty lunch and a cooling dip for Jane.
In contrast to our morning’s climb and descent, it was a long walk back along open plains to the Finke River
arriving at camp about 3.30pm. The three who stayed enjoyed a relaxed day around camp and in the nearby
waterhole.
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Ochre Pits and Hidden Valley via Inarlanga Pass
Unfortunately, at this point, a member of our group tested positive to Covid-19, so with their partner
(deemed a close contact), both had to return to Alice Springs to isolate for seven days. After this set back,
we were a party of eight for our walk to the Ochre Pits and Hidden Valley. The Ochre Pits, an ochre deposit
that is still used by the local Arrernte people for decorations and painting, displayed a range of colours from
dark brown through to light orange.
It was a four kilometre walk to Inarlanga Pass. Here we tested our skills on rock and boulder hopping, as we
progressed slowly to Hidden Valley. The valley opened out to reveal a spectacular view of the ranges and
Counts Point (where we had summitted on Day 4).
We returned to camp by the same route, but as they say, the views are always different on the return
journey, and, in the afternoon light.

Ormiston Gorge to Finke River Camp.
Today we did something a little different, spaced ourselves out (no drugs involved) along the track to get the
feeling of solo walking - a new experience on the Larapinta Trail for us, among numerous first time
experiences.

Mount Sonder
Our day started during the night (at 1.30 am and with breakfast at supper time). A dozing party was driven
to the Redbank Gorge Carpark, to start the ascent of Mt Sonder at 2.45 (also am).
Here are the words from our group members describing their Mount Sonder experience – Freezing;
Conquered fear; One step at a time; Great night walk; An achievement; Rewarding; Magical; Peaceful;
Exhilarating.

Ormiston Pound Loop Walk
Ormiston Pound is one of only two Pounds in Australia. The other is Wilpena Pound in South Australia.
So, what is a pound? It is an enclosed landscape (and for the pre decimal generations - twenty shillings).
This is considered Australia’s greatest day walk and it certainly lived up to its reputation.
As we got into our walk, we were surrounded by rugged mountain ranges.
Once in the gorge we were blown away by the most intense orange rock face, absolutely
spectacular in colour, reflected, mirror like, in the rock pools on the floor of the gorge.
In all this beauty there was one final hurdle. We had to cross a waist deep freezing cold pool of water to
finish the walk and to add insult to injury, we had to strip to our reg grundies (undies). Some loved it and
some hated it, no half measures; insult and injury. Overall, a wonderful day was enjoyed by all.

In Conclusion
Our group overcame several setbacks, such as lost luggage, sickness, COVID-19, wet weather and a boggy
washed out road. All of which made reaching the final summit on Mount Sonder even more of an
achievement for the group. Everyone maintained a positive focus and were supportive of each other. The
nine day Larapinta trek was a wonderful experience for all of us.
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Mount Sonder Summit – Sunrise
(L to R) - Frank, Jane, Mandy, Gary, Sue, Trish, Elizabeth and Jill.
Front – Our Trek Larapinta Guides, Charlie and Angus
Contributors: Jane, Frank, Mandy, Jill, Elizabeth,Trish, and Gary.
Leader: Jane
May 2022

See more Larapinta photos on page 20.

Reporters interviewing a 104-year-old woman asked:
"And what do you think is the best thing
about being 104?"
"No peer pressure", she replied, and then added,
“I have not an enemy in the world,
I have outlived them all”.
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Sealers Sojourn – Wilsons Promontory
By Jeff
In late May this year, six walkers set out to walk to Sealers Cove via Little Waterloo Bay (LWB) and Refuge
Cove. This roundabout trip was necessitated as the direct route via Telegraph Saddle is currently closed due
to storm damage. Unseasonably, we had five days of sunshine and no rain!!
Little Waterloo Bay (LWB)
Julia, Michael, Beth, Liz, Jason and your author started the 13 km walk down to LWB, which is a relatively
easy walk, at Telegraph Saddle. A creek crossing at the end of Waterloo Bay required boots and socks off,
but nothing like what we imagined our fellow walkers, then, in the North of the Prom would be facing at
Chinamans Swamp.

The LWB campsite was very
popular, with a big school group
and many others, enjoying the
fine weather. Unfortunately, all
the tables and benches were
surrounded by water (i.e. in a
swamp), an issue I have taken
up with Parks Victoria. Michael
enjoyed the first of many swims,
while Julia, Jason and Liz
enjoyed a relaxing read on the
beach.

Towards Waterloo Bay from Little
Waterloo Bay

Refuge Cove
The next campsite we passed
through was Refuge Cove,
where we had lunch. The 13 km
walk to Sealers Cove is more
challenging but would be rated
as moderately difficult. The
highlights were the views from
Kersops Peak and the secluded
beach at Refuge, where a
couple of yachts were moored.
Naturally, Michael had another
swim at Refuge.
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Sealers Cove
We stayed two nights at Sealers, to give us time to explore this beautiful inlet; my favourite location for
walking in Victoria. The weather remained clear, sunny at times, and some enjoyed a swim. I explored the
broken boardwalk that has closed the Telegraph Saddle track (as an official of the Wilsons Promontory
Advisory Group) and confirmed it is badly broken and definitely too dangerous to walk on.
Hopefully Parks Victoria can
speed up repairs - it is not
planned to be open until at least
Spring 2023, possibly a lot later.
Because of storms in the area
over the last decade, the swamp
behind Sealers Cove has silted up
quite badly and the board walk
needs to be raised and
completely rebuilt out of
environmentally friendly
materials.

Sealers Creek and Cove (photo by
Michael)

The Return Journey
Day Four on Sunday was a retreat to LWB where we received a big surprise when a message on Jason’s PLB
(with GPS and messaging) told us we had a new Prime Minister and Government in Australia. Of course, I
took credit for the wonderful weather AND a change of government☺.
More swims for Michael at Refuge and again, back at LWB.
On day five we enjoyed the lighter packs and a relatively easy 13 km walk back to Telegraph Saddle car park,
in time to have lunch at the Tidal River café. For me, it was an eagerly awaited fish and chips, which I did not
share with the local kookaburras. Our neighbour was not so lucky. An enterprising Kooka swooped down
and took a piece of fish out of her hand just as she was about to eat it. Beware of these clever birds, I have
seen it happen three times now, at Tidal River.
It was a very enjoyable trip, helped by the good company, amazing weather, hard walking at times (probably
rated moderate overall), and having the luxury of enjoying a whole day on the beach at Sealers Cove. The
Gem of the Prom.
Leader and Photos (except where marked): Jeff
(Political views expressed in this article are those of the author, and, it seems,
of Australian voters in a majority of electorates.)

See more Prom photos on page 19
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Volunteering with Parks Victoria
As from 1st of July 2022, Parks Victoria requires that all volunteers who participate in activities on
Park Victoria estates, including track clearing and maintenance, must hold a current Working with
Children Check (WWCC). This aligns with their policy of child safety and zero tolerance of child abuse.
Here are some links that will assist you if you wish to apply for a WWCC.
Department of Justice website - How to apply for a WWCC
Service Victoria - How to apply for a WWCC via app
ParkConnect - How to upload your WWCC card
Park Connect – Short video - How to upload your WWCC card
Parks Victoria - Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) about WWCC.

If you currently hold a WWCC and who would like to be in the club’s annual Boneseeding
program at Churchill Park on August 5th contact Ruth.

Bridgewater Bay Rock Formations

I filled up my near empty petrol tank the other day for just $22.
Granted it was just my motor mower, but one must stay positive.

(Photo ABC Science)
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First Aid Training
Calling all bushwalkers and cyclists
Here is your chance to obtain or upgrade your first aid skills and qualifications.
Red Cross, on behalf of the Bayside Bushwalking Club, is running a nationally recognised First Aid Certificate course
for first-time learners or for people who want to upgrade their qualifications.

When:

9.30 am – 4 pm - Tuesday 25 October, 2022

Where:

Hampton Community Centre

Course:

HLTAID011 - First Aid Certificate Course

This is a blended course with a prior online module followed by a one-day face-to -face training session. It will cover
all topics for the First Aid Certificate Course, from the basics of how to treat minor injuries, through saving lives a risk
due to heart attack, stroke or snakebite.
You will learn the latest techniques and be confident to respond to real life emergencies, both large and small.
*Please note it is a requirement of this course that practical demonstration of CPR must be performed on the adult
manikin on the floor and for a specific time.
Qualifications should be kept current by upgrading every three years and on completion you will receive a national
recognised Statement of Attainment.
The cost is $104 per person. The course cost is fully refundable from the BBC for leaders and $40 is refunded to
members on completion of the course. Course size is limited to 20 people.
Full course details are available at: https://firstaid.redcross.org.au/provide-first-aid-blended/

Bookings will open soon
Please book by registering on the BBC website - Trip Program - Day Trips area. Payment will be required for your
booking to proceed.
PAYMENTS FOR THE FIRST AID COURSE
•

Pay by cash or cheque (payable Bayside Bushwalking Club) at a meeting.

•

Send a cheque to BBC, PO Box 301, Hampton, 3188 and include identifying details.

•

Pay by EFT to the club’s bank account –
o

Bayside Bushwalking Club, Westpac: BSB 033 033 Account No: 26 3238

o

Please identify your payment with your name, and ‘First Aid’.
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This Month’s Photo Riddle

Where am I and what am I looking at?
Answers to the editor at newsletter@baysidebush.org.au
(Photo from the internet)

July /August Name the Photo Competition
Congratulations to Elizabeth, you are the winner of the competition with the entry –
“Old Bushwalkers never die; they just linger longer on a log at morning tea....and lunch ....and afternoon
tea!!!! “
Your club water bottle will be on its way as soon as the editor can extract one from under the stage at the
Hampton Community Centre.
Highly commended entries –
Old Bushwalkers never die, they just develop a beautiful patina & meld with their surroundings.
Old bushwalkers never die, they just prop themselves up on the nearest perch.
Old Bushwalkers never die, they just slide off the twig.

Old bushwalkers never die, they just keep ‘pole-ing’ along.
Old bushwalkers never die, they just get immortalized in the BBC "Hall of Fame" and
fondly remembered for all the enjoyment they gave to their fellow colleagues.
Old bushwalkers never die, they just turn into a pair of old farts.
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THE LYREBIRD WALK

The day dawned with the promise of cold, crisp, yet emerging sunny weather as we embarked on our drive
in the early morning to Grants Picnic Ground in the Dandenongs to follow the trail revealing the habitat of
the Lyrebird. We are lucky in Melbourne as the Superb Lyrebird is commonly found in Eastern Australian
native forests in Victoria (also in the Yarra Valley and South Gippsland), as well in New South Wales.
Fortunately, we were accompanied by Jan Incol, the ‘Lyrebird Lady’ from the Sherbrooke Lyrebird Study
Group (SLSG) who informed us all about lyrebird behaviour and habitat. Jan, together with other members
of SLSG, have spent countless hours over the past 30 years working to protect the birds and their habitat by
checking and monitoring their behaviours and their reproduction rates.

The lyrebird is so called because the male bird has a spectacular tail, consisting of 16 highly modified feathers
(two slender lyrates at the centre of the plume and two broader medians on the outer edges and twelve
filamentaries arrayed between them) which was originally thought to resemble a lyre, a musical instrument.
They are indeed a very handsome bird. This lyre tail figures considerably in the mating process.
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The ’boy with the most beautiful tail’ seemingly attracts more interest from the females,whereas it has been
observed that those who have lost tail feathers in an aggressive mating fight or to birds of prey, are deprived
of mating.
Lyrebirds are most well-known for their impressive ability to mimic sounds of other bird species. We were
able to identify the calls of (sometimes from a single lyrebird) the whip bird, kookaburra, magpie, cockatoo,
currawong, crow, as well as the sweeter singing smaller birds. Lyrebirds have been known to also mimic
human sounds, such as chainsaws, car alarms, camera shutters, ring tones, music and crying babies.
Although ground-dwelling, the female sometimes nests in tree forks close to the ground, probably to avoid
ground predators, such as, foxes and feral cats. However, their chicks and eggs are then vulnerable to the
sky predators, like currawongs and birds of prey, namely the collared sparrowhawk and grey goshawk. The
lyrebirds and their nests are particularly vulnerable to predation due to their loud calls,
The principal predators today are road drivers causing road kill, and the ever expanding deer population,
trampling the ground at favoured nesting sites and destroying the ferny ground cover on the creek
embankments. Jan indicated that the habitat was also further trampled and heavily impacted during our
Covid lock downs by human activity. Some walkers virtually forced the females from their nests! The result
was a much reduced chick population in 2021 compared to 2020.
We came upon many mounds built on the ground for the nesting females and were directed to the males by
their repertoire of resonant, imitative, sometimes raucous, sometimes sweet, dulcet sounds. If not singing,
their focus is scratching the forest for food, their diet comprising insects, spiders, frogs, lizards and other
small animals.
We were fortunate to see and hear the performance of several males of varying ages and sizes. Usually
conducted on an elevated log or tree fern, we were captivated by their shrilling, trilling song and swaying,
prancing dance with their stunning tails flipped and fanned over their heads and their wiry quills quivering
and shaking to finalise their repertoire. Once the performance was over, they glided gracefully to the ground
to forage for food.
En route Jan gave us a brief history of some of the many characters who have contributed to the catalogue
of lyrebird knowledge, including one who lived in Northcote with his family but visited the Sherbrooke Forest
every week end to record details of the birds’ behaviours whilst sheltering in a large log.
Following our absorbing encounters with the lyrebirds and an exhilarating walk surrounded by towering
mountain ash, lemon myrtle and other native species, we returned cars to O’Donohue’s Picnic Ground for
lunch and then walk the Link Trail Circuit to view the cascades and forest and the deforestation caused by
the devastating storms in early June 2021.
After our exercising foray, we retired to Grants Picnic Ground Cafe for a strong coffee and a wicked chocolate
brownie - or similar substitute and enjoyed a further tongue-wag amongst old friends and newcomers to the
BBC confirming the physical, social and emotional benefits of ‘walking and talking’! All in all, a most
invigorating, interesting and engaging walk.
Thank you to our guide, Jan Incol for her time and efforts in imparting her avian and historical knowledge.
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Leader: Joanne
Photos: Lillian and Nicolene
10th July 2022

FedWalks 2022: Explore North-East Victoria
Discover the rich environment of north-east Victoria during the Federation Walks event, which will be
held from 30 September – 3 October. Activities kick off with an easy three-hour ramble along the
Ovens River on the Friday afternoon, followed by a BBQ, Welcome to Country and briefing at the
event base at the Wangaratta Showgrounds – an ideal place to catch up with fellow walkers.
The fabulous activities program includes numerous walks on Mt Buffalo Plateau and in the Warby
Ranges, which are well-known for an abundance of wildflowers in spring. Other walks include the
historic Beechworth area and Mt Samaria, and there are plans for cycle rides each day on the
wonderful cycle paths and touring routes in the region.
Walkers are asked to arrange their own accommodation: there are several options available, including
budget camping. Accommodation links are included on the FedWalks website. You may choose to
extend your stay, to enjoy the food, wine and additional walks in the region.

FedWalks bookings open on 6 August, don’t wait - check out the Fedwalks website now!

https://fedwalks.org.au/
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Refuge Cove from Kersop Peak

Sunset - Sealers Cove
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Larapinta

Larapinta – Serpentine Creek
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Upcoming Trips
Paul’s Thursday Specials
Committed bookings only; no book now, cancel later walkers, please.
Full covid-19 vaccination required
Beaconsfield to Berwick
Thursday 11th August
Catch Metro to Beaconsfield (Pakenham line).
Walk from Beaconsfield via Akoonah Park/Berwick Showground to Wilson Botanic Park, Berwick.
The 100 acres Wilson Botanic Park has many points of interest including panoramic views from the Ridge Track and
Hoo Hoo Tower.
Return via route 828 bus to Berwick Station.

Tracks: Concrete, asphalt, gravel and grass.
(Easy 12 Kms)
Beaconsfield to Narre Warren South
Thursday 25th August
Catch Metro to Beaconsfield (Pakenham line).
Walk from Beaconsfield to Narre Warren South along the Melbourne Water Pipe Track, beside extensive wetlands and
on a section of the Hallam Valley Trail.
Return via route 841 bus to Narre Warren Station (Pakenham line).
Toilets: Toilets at Beaconsfield station are closed. Only one toilet during the walk, post morning tea at a McDonalds
outlet. The toilets at Narre Warren station are open.

Tracks: Concrete, asphalt, gravel and grass - Near the end of the walk, small sections of the path may be wet and
muddy
(Easy 13 Kms)
Croydon to Mooroolbark
Thursday 9th September
Travel by Metro to Croydon (Lilydale line).
Walk from Croydon to Mooroolbark visiting various reserves including the little known 18 hectare Hochkins Ridge Flora
Reserve. Possibility of spring wildflowers at two reserves.

Walk date subject to Lilydale line trains operating during level crossing removals at Surrey Hills and Mont Albert.:
Tracks: Concrete, asphalt, gravel and grass. One short, steep section in Exeter Road. Small sections of rough/uneven
track. Care needed when crossing Maroondah Highway. Some undulations.
(Easy 12 Kms)
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Thursday 15th September
Travel by Metro to Upper Ferntree Gully (Belgrave line) and a 688 bus to Sassafras.
Walk from Sassafras to Upper Ferntree Gully via One Tree Hill (502 metres). Undulating tracks with four short steep
uphill sections. Walk date subject to Belgrave line trains operating during level crossing removals at Surrey Hills and
Mont Albert.
Risks: Some sections of rough, uneven and, if recent rain, slippery track. Bring a ground sheet or similar for use at
morning tea. Pole users bring your poles. Good gripping footwear essential for this walk.
Climbing: Undulating tracks with four short steep uphill sections (totaling about 450 metres)

Tracks: Concrete, asphalt, gravel, dirt and grass
(Medium 12 Kms)

Day trips
Saturday

Marysville Keppel Lookout to Stevenson Falls return.

6 August

Walk across the face of the hills above the beautiful town of Marysville.
Three lookouts with views across to the Cathedral Range and Sugarloaf.

Med
11
km

Stevenson Falls viewed from top and bottom.
Morning walk with time to explore the town and other tracks after lunch at
Keppel Lookout.
Full covid-19 vaccination required.
Silvan Reservoir to Woolrich Lookout.
Saturday
13 Aug

The walk starts at Silvan Reservoir climbing through the forest following
Lyrebird Creek to Eagles Nest and Valley Picnic Grounds. A short steep
climb through to RJ Hamer Arboretum to Woolrich Lookout.

Med
13
km

We return to Silvan Reservoir following the Board Track.
Risks: Sections of the track may be muddy and slippery. Use walking boots
and poles. Mountain bikes and occasional management vehicles. Wet and
or cold weather.
Climbing: Short steep climbs through to Woolrich Lookout.
Tracks: Generally well formed tracks or gravel roads (management vehicles
only). Steep and muddy on Dam Track near Woolrich Lookout.
Full covid-19 vaccination required.
Sunday

Christmas Hills.

18 Sept

Enjoy a walk which passes an operating gold mine, then along the Happy
Valley Track and past other mines which have produced some of the richest
yields in the world. Spot wildlife along the way.

Med
13
km

Risks: Moderate shade only so bring a hat and be alert for a short section on
road and snakes. Climbing: Medium hill before morning tea and some
undulations.
Tracks: Mostly closed management tracks and some cross country.
Full covid-19 vaccination required.
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Cycling
Saturday
17 Sep

Ride along Bypass Bike Tracks to Tatterson Park.

Easy

Mordialloc Station, Edithvale Wetlands, new Mordialloc Bypass Track,
Dingley Bypass Track, Tatterson Park, Braeside Park, Waterways,
Mordialloc Creek, Mordialloc Station. Cycling 40 kms / 3 hours, plus breaks
1-2 hours including afternoon tea.

40
km

Preview earlier in June, possibly Sunday 12th if dry, call me if interested.
Risks: Care at Road Crossings. Climbing: Short hills. Tracks: Asphalt &
Gravel. Bike Type: All bikes.
Full covid-19 vaccination required.

Conservation & Track Maintenance
Regent Honeyeater Project tree planting.
Saturday
& Sunday
6&7
August
Saturday
& Sunday
20 & 21
August

A fun and social weekend of planting trees on properties near
Benalla. Also features dinner Saturday night and Sunday lunch,
with a tour of the regenerated areas by Andie Guerin.
Please contact Jeff for details as you need to register on a
website https://www.trybooking.com.CANEV.
Accommodation: Camping on site (free), share a cabin at the
caravan park or organise your own.

Saturday
& Sunday

Easy
4 km

Email:

3&4
September Full covid-19 vaccination required.
Thursday
4 Aug

Boneseeding Churchill Park.
Meet at upper car park main gate at 10 am.

Easy/Medium

Pulling Boneseed under Parks Vic supervision.

3 km

Everyone must be registered as a volunteer with Parks Vic,
and also have a police working with children clearance.
Risks: Rocky in parts, slippery if wet. Climbing: Up and down
slopes from ridge. Tracks: Off track on rocky slopes.
Full covid-19 vaccination required.
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Base Camps
For further details, refer to the Club’s website members area
October
14th to 24th

Medium 16 km

Grampians Silo Tour
Several walks in the Grampians. Tour of the Silos in the Mallee. Stawell mine
walk in Avoca/ Maryborough. Underground wine tour of Seppelts with Lunch on
the way up. I have booked accommodation for 13 in Halls Gap rolled over from
2019. As I have 13 applicants from the 2019 banner/canceled 2020/1. Previous
applicants who have already paid their deposit will be given have been given
preference.

Full covid-19 vaccination required
November
4th

to

14th

Aussie Camino

Hard

160km walk along the Mary McKillip path. Walking from Portland to Penola.

25 km

Coastal for first half, then inland to Coonawarra, Averaging 23 km per day

Full covid-19 vaccination required
March 2023

Combined Hobart Walking Club/BBC Base Camp.

Hard

23rd

This will be our 4th combined Base Camp and will visit the NE Corner of

16 km

to 30th

Tasmania
Accommodation: Iceni Farm at Musselroe Bay TBC & Launceston for last 2
days
Unvaccinated members accepted.
February
2023
10th to 15th

Mt Stirling, Craigs Hut – Accommodation at Mount Buller
Preference will be given to new members who would like to experience a base
camp, for first 2 days of booking.

Overnight Walks

Medium / Hard
16 km

– You’ll be lucky. (You’ll have to wait for the Spring)

Currently BBC has 388 members
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